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Goth, anstdi), loc. *gastl from Indg. *ghostei ; Plur. nom.
*5astiz older -ijiz (Goth, gasteis), ace. *gastinz (Goth,
gastins), gen, *5asti(j)6n, dat. *§astimiz (Goth, gastim).
The endings -iz, -in of the nom. ace. sing, regularly
became -i in prehistoric OE. The -i caused umlaut of the
stem-vowel and then disappeared after long stems (g 215),
but remained after short stems and later became -e (§ 215,
Note). The regular ending of the gen. sing, would be -e
(§ 217), the -es is from the a-stems. The dat sing, ended
in -i (later -e) in the oldest OE. and corresponded to the
locative ending -I (§ 334, Note). The prim. Germanic nom.
pi. ending -iz regularly became -i, later -e, which remained
in the oldest period of the language. But already at an
early period the nom. pi. was re-formed after the analogy
of the masc. a-stems and then later the old ending -e was
only preserved in a few plurals, especially in names of
peoples, as Dene, Danes] Engle, the English] Mierce
(gen. Miercna), Mercians ; Nor]>hymbre, Northumbrians]
Seaxe (gen. Seaxna), Saxons; ielde, men; ielfe, elves;
Hode, leode, people* The ending -i(j)on regularly became
-i(j)a which has only been preserved in a few words with
short stems, as Deni(ge)a, wini(ge)a. The ending -a is
from the gen. pi, of the a- and consonantal stems. The
dat. pi. would regularly have ended in -hn, but it had -uni
from the other classes of nouns. Apart from the few
words mentioned above, the long i-stems have the same
endings as the masc. a-stems and are only distinguishable
from them by the presence or absence of umlaut.
§ 386. Like wine are declined a large number of nouns,
as bile, beak] bite, bite] bryce, breach] bryne, burning]
byge, curve; byre, son] ciele, cold] cyme, advent; eyre,
choice] cwide, saying, speech] dene, valley] drepe, stroke,
blow] dry re, fall] dyne, din ; flyge, flight; gripe, grasp]
gryre, terror; gyte, pouring forth; haele (orig. a cons.
stem, see §4=14), man, hero] hefe, weight] hege, hedge]

